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THE OTHER SIDE OF THE RIVER 
 
 
For obvious reasons Narendra Modi’s Gujarat gets extensive coverage in the pages of 
Frontier. One of the regular contributors of Frontier I K Shukla looks myoptic as he does 
not see anything beyond evil desings of hindutva forces. In his communal world muslim 
communalism does not exist. What about ethnic cleansing of hindus and other minority 
communities—christians and buddhists—in Bangladesh? No Indian political party, left or 
right, is serious about the plight of hindus in Bangladesh. The hindus of East Bengal or 
what is now called Bangladesh islamic republic, has been stateless since the days of 
partition in 1947. Refugees from West Punjab and Sindh got adequately compensated and 
rehabilitated on time, thanks to the Centre’s anti-Bengali bias. In a sense, communists, 
not to speak of Congress, are the worst enemies of East Bengal refugees. They opposed 
their rehabilitation in the Andamans with a view to harassing the then B C Roy 
government and now they simply ignore the issue of forced migration of Bangladeshi 
hindus. They do not think they have any moral obligation to protest against gang-rape, 
murder, arson, looting and forced conversion to islam of Bangladeshi hindus. Ironically 
many of the top leaders of communist parties in India were themselves once East Bengal 
refugees. 

The ruling communists of West Bengal have vested interests in overlooking the plight 
of Bengali hindus of Bangladesh since they have been in power for the last 30 years 
because of minority vote. If today minority community voters withdraw their support 
from the CPM-led left front, they will be out of the Writers’ Buildings in no time. 

Though not much is reported in the Indian media about the official and unofficial 
persecution of hindus of Bagladesh—as if they are forgotten people—some Bangladeshi 
newspapers and BBC reported on several occasions about how islamic fundamentalists 
were terrorising hindu minority community families in Bangladesh, in most cases with 
the tacit approval of the administration and police, by frequently indulging in gang rape, 
looting, forced conversion to islam and indiscriminate murder of the innocent. The 
progressives have no time to highlight the ‘Gujarat in reverse’ syndrome in Bangladesh. 
They have the easiest way of proving their progressive and secular credentials by 
continually grilling the hindus, more precisely the so-called hindutva forces. 

In November 2002, the Bangladesh High Court asked the Bangladesh government to 
explain its failure to take appropriate steps to protect the hindu minority. And there ended 
the matter. The European Commission too collected information from their own sources 
and expressed deep anguish over the post-election (2001) violence against the hindu 
minority community. And the US Committee for Refugees observed in the year 2002 that 
some 200,000 hindus were internationally displaced and about 30,000 hindus migrated to 
nearby Indian states of West Bengal, Assam, Meghalaya and Tripura. 

Not that the persons in authority in West Bengal do not know it. In truth they 
occasionally express their concern over the steady influx of Bangladeshi infiltrators, 
virtually echoing the voice of the hindutva leader L K Advani, in the border districts of 
West Bengal. Influx is so rampant that border districts, of late, have witnessed a drastic 
change in demographic pattern. Time Magazine’s Asia Bureau chief Alex Perry reported 



in his article ‘‘Deadly Cargo’’ [14.10.02] that a plan was afoot to have a greater islamic 
Bangladesh even by destabilishing border regions of India and Burma : ‘‘The dream (of 
islamic extremists) is to create a larger islamic land than the territorial limits of 
Bangladesh to include Muslim areas of Assam, North Bengal (both Indian states) and 
Burma’s Arakan Province.’’ 

The tragedy for the hindu Bengalis of West Bengal is that if they speak out against 
islamic communalism and anti-social activities by the religious fundamentalists, they will 
be immediately dubbed communal. They are paying the price of being progressive! 

 
Arun Sankar Das, 
Mallikpur, West Bengal 
 
 
 

WHY FARMLAND? 
 

It is well known that on both sides of the river Hooghly, there are large tracts of land 
previously occupied by factories, which now stand closed with little chance of revival. A 
part of this land could have been taken over. Large plots of land have already passed into 
the hands of so-called promoters for the purpose of building housing complexes in order 
to cater to the needs of the affluent, and reportedly more of such land, e.g. land belonging 
to the Hind Motors and Krishna Glass Factory, is going to meet the same fate. This 
process could be halted for the sake of industrialization. Then why farmland? The only 
probable answer is that the investors want maximum advantage of location, because it 
would satisfy their profit maximizing venture. Some employment will be generated as a 
trickle down effect. On the other hand, the ruling Marxists cannot afford to displease 
promoters and real estate speculators. 

Persons with the least sense of history can well understand that the pattern of 
development that is being envisaged is in essence the pattern of enclave development 
given birth to in the colonies by imperialist masters and followed with vigour by the 
native big bourgeoisie. Now West Bengal, after so many decades of communist 
movement and about three decades of Marxist rule, is going to experience a rejuvenated 
pattern of similar development. Biman Basu, the well-known CPI(M) ideologue has, 
however, been quick to remark that people would never forgive those who oppose 
Bengal’s development and industrialization. In view of the concept of development and 
industrialization he seems to have in mind, his words may be translated as : Our forces 
would never forgive those who oppose the profit-maximizing bid of the Tatas and Salims. 

Capitalism develops dripping from head to foot, with blood and dirt—so wrote Marx. 
But the invasion of the pre-capitalist sector by the rising bourgeoisie released labour 
force that was necessary for industrialization. But nothing like this is going to happen 
here, and what Bengal is going to receive is just a caricature. This needs to be 
understood. 

 
A B, Birbhum, West Bengal 

 
 



 
MADHYANNA 37 

 
May 31. And it was May Day for MADHYANNA. Sailendranath Basu’s, now defunct 
little magazine, Madhyanna observed its 37th May Day at Tripura Hitsadhani Hall, 
paying homage to three departed cultural personalities of Bengal—dramatist and actor 
Satya Bandyopadhyay, music critic Kumar Prasad Mukhopadhyay and Kolkata 
chronicler P T Nair. As usual opening song was by Sailendranath Basu himself. It was 
classical Indian music. 

While Nityananda Ghosh explained the relevance of May Day and working class 
struggle even at a time when labour is on the defensive everywhere, Prof Sudeshna 
Chakravorty expressed her reflections on unemployment, de-industrialisation etc. Dilip 
Mitra delivered his well thoughtout speech on the history of Indian drama. A lot of 
cultural programmes, recitation of poems etc. by Amol Roy, Mihirkanti Nayban and 
others. Finally Pratul Mukhopadhyay, the popular folk singer, charmed the audience with 
his all too familiar songs.  

 
GN, Kolkata 

 
 
 


